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Long-Term Capital Improvement Plan
Frequently Asked Questions

(Update 8-11-21)

1. What is being proposed?

The DSC is proposing to completely renovate all K-8 schools, build a new Yost elementary
school and complete specific upgrades (a list of upgrades are available in the presentation
accessible on the DSC website) at Chesterton High School.

2. Why is the school corporation doing this now?

The school buildings within the DSC are aging and in need of repair.
● Chesterton Middle School - Built in 1955 - 66 years old
● Yost Elementary School - Built in 1959 - 62 years old
● Westchester Intermediate School - Built in 1965 - 56 years old
● Bailly Elementary School - Built in 1967 - 54 years old
● Brummitt Elementary School - Built in 1969 - 52 years old
● *Liberty Elementary School - Built in 1969 - 52 years old
● Liberty Intermediate School - Built in 1971 - 50 years old
● Jackson Elementary School - Built in 1982 - 39 years old

*Building addition added in 2010

A facility study completed in October 2019, outlined approximately $70 million was needed to
repair or replace electrical, plumbing, roofing and ventilation systems throughout the school
corporation. Many of the systems have surpassed or are approaching their life expectancy. In
addition, many of the facilities have not been renovated in decades and are in need of various
improvements. These improvements are needed without any teaching and learning
considerations.  The DSC intends to provide a twenty year solution to our facilities and allow
them to best meet the needs of the 21st century learner.



3. DSC just passed an operating referendum in May 2019, why more money now?

Funds from the 2019 operating referendum support the ability to maintain quality educational
programs for children while offsetting inadequate funding from the Indiana General Assembly.
The operating referendum is not being utilized to address facility needs. In 2023, the
construction bonds for Chesterton High School will be paid in full. As a result, the DSC will
have the capacity to make new bond payments of approximately $8 million annually (in 2023;
and each year thereafter) without raising school taxes. If the DSC does not capture these
dollars for capital improvements to our schools now, other local government taxing entities will
have an opportunity to develop projects with those dollars and that may limit the scope of DSC
projects in the future. The proposed plan will result in new learning environments for students
in grades K-8 and provide capital improvement solutions for all facilities in the DSC for the next
20 years.

4. How much would my taxes increase?

The DSC is proposing to borrow $168.8 million to be repaid over 19 years and 6 months.  The
DSC could borrow up to $110 million, over the same time period, without any increase to
school taxes as compared to 2020.  The slight increase to the school tax is based on the
amount borrowed above $110 million.
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The average Duneland School corporation house would see an increase of $6.80 per month or
$81.63 per year (see table below).

The chart below demonstrates that the expected DSC tax rate to remain at approximately
consistent levels to what we have been experiencing since 2013 and substantially less than
the tax rate in 2008.
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The current DSC tax rate is below the State of Indiana average of school corporation tax rates.
Even with the estimated increase, the rate of $1.05 is still below the state average, as well as
below most of our local counterparts with similar student and community demographics.

5. How do the renovations affect home/property values once complete, if at all?

Although there is no actual data to show the impact of school renovations of this scope on
property values, we can look to neighboring communities who have undergone similar
renovation programs. These communities have all seen an increase in their property values.
We also know that the quality of community schools oftentimes are the major determining
factor in the decision making process for potential homeowners. As a result, the DSC Board of
Trustees and DSC administration believe these projects will not only benefit the educational
programming of our schools, but will make the Duneland area more desirable to new residents.

6. DSC is going from 9 schools to 8 schools.  Why?

DSC currently has excess space in two school buildings (Chesterton Middle School and
Liberty Intermediate School).  Operational costs over time will be reduced by decreasing by
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one school building.  In addition, $10-30 million in renovation costs (over the entire project) will
be saved by not renovating Chesterton Middle School. From a student perspective, renovating
and expanding Liberty Intermediate School (LIS) and Westchester Intermediate School (WIS)
to house students in grades 5-8 will reduce the number of school transitions and provide more
opportunities in co and extra-curricular activities, including once again providing these
opportunities to our 6th graders.  Separate, ‘school within a school’ concepts, will be employed
at this level to allow for unique student needs and alleviate excessive interaction between the
5-6 and 7-8 grade levels.

7. Will DSC still have room to grow in each building (regarding enrollment)?

Yes.  The DSC administration is consulting with a number of professionals to analyze needed
space in each building. Based on current enrollment and future enrollment trends, all buildings
will be under the optimal and operational capacity limits.  Each building will have sufficient
classrooms that will allow for expanded student enrollment.

8. Why a new Yost school?

The current Yost building is in need of significant mechanical system repairs.  In addition, the
current layout has limited renovation possibilities to meet the current educational needs of
students. When evaluating whether or not to renovate or build new, if renovation costs exceed
75% of building a new facility, new construction needs to be considered.  The estimate to
renovate Yost was 85% of the cost to build new.  As a result, the DSC is recommending a new
school to be built in the Porter/Burns Harbor area.

9. If a new Yost Elementary is not built on the existing site, when will the  decision for a
new site be determined?

A site for a new elementary school has not been determined, as the first step in the process is
to secure the necessary funding to proceed.  DSC will plan to build a new Yost school on the
current site unless a more favorable option emerges. In the meantime, the DSC will start
exploring different site options.  Any site determination will be done through careful and
required steps of land survey, soil testing, and other environmental testing/phases of
evaluation to determine suitability of the site, once funding is approved.  Any conversation or
sketches showing a school and/or a site are presumptive and for illustrative purposes only to
indicate the size of building and a representation of a comparative size/acres of any site that
would be needed.  The DSC administration will share information on potential sites and receive
feedback from stakeholders once funding is secured.

**Update** After reviewing the current and potential sites for the new elementary school, DSC
is moving forward with options to build on the current Yost site. (8-11-2021)
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10.Will my child’s school change at K-4 and/or grades 5-8?

There is a current enrollment disparity at WIS and LIS that will be analyzed during this
process. The goal will be to create enrollment equity at each 5-8 campus with minimal
disruption to current boundaries.  To achieve this goal, the DSC will engage with stakeholders
to consider a number of different solutions in the future once funding is secured for the project.

11. How is moving students into grade 5-8 schools beneficial for students?
Will there be more opportunities for students?

Combining the intermediate and middle school schools allows for more opportunities and
expands offerings for students. Moving to two middle schools increases curricular and
extra-curricular offerings and opportunities for students. DSC will offer full extra-curricular
programs at both schools with improvements to facilities in the arts, physical education and
athletics (inside and outdoors).  In addition, 6th grade students will now be able to participate
in athletic opportunities only available to 7-8th grade students in the current grade
configuration at Chesterton Middle School.  Also, the consolidation will allow for the possibility
of additional course offerings at both campuses.

12. Will 5th graders be with 8th graders? Explain the ‘school within a school’
concept.

Although 5th grade students will be in the same physical location as 8th grade students, the
DSC will plan and implement separate schools or ‘houses.’ Each house will have a specific
entrance, office, principal, section of the building, etc.  There will be minimal interaction
between students in the 5th & 6th house and the 7th & 8th grade house.  5th - 8th grade
students will travel together on DSC buses.  The consolidation of services will provide more
opportunities for 5th and 6th grade students, specifically in the performing arts and
extra-curricular areas.

13.Do any other school districts in Indiana utilize a grade 5-8 concept?

Yes, there are several school systems that utilize this grade configuration. Locally, Lake
Central has three grade 5-8 middle schools and LaPorte just opened a grade 5-8 middle
school. Zionsville and Hamilton Southeastern, two of the top performing school systems in
Indiana, also utilize the 5-8 concept. The DSC administration has been in contact with many of
these schools and all are firm believers in the concept. Overall, they love the opportunities that
it provides students. None of the schools have experienced any issues with this type of school
setup.
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14. Will each of the two middle schools have appropriate athletic facilities?

Yes, Westchester and Liberty will both have the facilities needed to field extracurricular
activities on each campus. By creating two middle schools, twice as many students will have
the opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities.

15. Will all grades at the middle schools start at the same time, or staggered?

All middle school grades (5-8) would have the same school start time. This would allow the
DSC to utilize transportation services more efficiently.

16. Aren’t our buildings already near capacity?

No, they are not near capacity. Actually, we have excess square footage and open classrooms
in most of our buildings. However, the extra square footage is not conducive to expanded
learning opportunities in their current state. Our goal is to configure each building to maximize
the available space for educational purposes. In addition, each building will still have room for
growth as new enrollees enter our school system.

17. Why close CMS? What will happen to CMS?

Over 60 years ago, Chesterton Middle School was built to be a high school and has undergone
multiple additions through the years. Twenty years ago, the building was identified as a middle
school. However, no specific changes were made to accommodate the middle learning
environment concepts (grade level teams).  The school was built to be departmentalized with
an English wing, science wing, math wing, etc.  As a result, the layout would be extremely
difficult to adjust into a ‘two-house campus’ for students in grades 5 through 8.  In addition, the
campus has numerous traffic and parking issues.  Finally, many mechanical systems need to
be replaced and this building has disproportionately high ongoing maintenance expenses.
Overall, the DSC does not believe it would be cost effective to reconfigure and renovate
Chesterton Middle School.  In budgeting for this project, DSC will set aside dollars to redevelop
the CMS property, including the demolition of large parts of the building.  With that in mind, the
DSC looks forward to working with the Duneland community and our construction
professionals to determine which components of the current CMS campus may be preserved.
It is our hope to maintain those portions of the building that will be used by active community
and student groups and organizations.
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18. Why is Chesterton High School only getting specific upgrades instead of
complete building upgrades like the others?

Chesterton High School was built 22 years ago and is, by far, the newest and most
cost-efficient building in the school district.  Although there will be some relatively minor work
at CHS, the DSC professional team of architects and construction managers believe the high
school to be operating efficiently.  There are some mechanical upgrades that will need to be
addressed at the high school.  Overall, the specific upgrades at CHS are in the program
expansion arena.  These upgrades will be significant and will provide excellent opportunities
for our students.  Again, a list of these upgrades is available within the presentation posted on
the DSC website.

19. Are traffic patterns and parking being addressed and how?

Yes, a detailed analysis of traffic and parking patterns is being analyzed by the DSC
administration, in consultation with Gibraltar Design and the Skillman Corporation.  A
preliminary analysis calls for expanded parking and an outer drive on the south side of
Chesterton High School, a complete reconfiguration of parking and traffic flow at Westchester
and the Liberty campuses. In addition, traffic logistics will need to be outlined for a new Yost
Elementary school once a site is determined.

20. What facilities will be available for the community to use?

The DSC has always allowed community organizations to utilize school facilities.  As the
planning process moves forward, there will be opportunities for community input on how to
best position DSC facilities for community use.

21. How will construction impact a normal school day? How many times will
my child move during the construction?

The contracted professional service teams working with the DSC are experienced in
renovating buildings without substantially disrupting the school day.

22. How long will construction last?

Preliminary estimates have construction beginning in January 2022 and concluding by the end
of the 2024 calendar year.
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23. Will these changes impact staffing?

The DSC will continue to educate over 5,800 students each day.  As a result, the plan will have
minimal impact on staffing.  DSC will still need teachers, bus drivers, custodians, nurses, and
various other support staff to provide exceptional services for our students.  As DSC transitions
from nine to eight buildings, staff will be reassigned to the appropriate buildings and/or
departments.  As part of the consolidation, DSC will look to provide for the possibility of
additional course offerings at both 5-8 school buildings. When the project is complete, all
school buildings will have new interiors.  In addition, all mechanical systems will be replaced
and modernized.  Even though there would be one less building, student enrollment will remain
the same.  The only true savings will be on the operation (electricity, gas, etc.) and ongoing
maintenance costs of CMS. The expense comes from the complete renovation of seven
buildings and specific improvements at Chesterton High School.

24. Why is the DSC not considering a capital project referendum for the proposed
projects?

In Indiana, there are constitutional property tax caps. These caps consist of 1% for a citizen’s
primary residence, a cap of 2% on other residential and farmlands and 3% on businesses.
Money raised through a referendum is not subject to these caps, so any homeowner, farmer or
business that sees tax reduction due to the caps, will not see the same savings on a capital
project approved through a referendum.  Under Indiana law, a school corporation is not
required to put a capital project on a referendum ballot unless requested by voters or
taxpayers pursuant the steps outlined in IC 6-1.1-20-3.5. Information about tax caps can be
found at the following link:

Tax Caps: Impact on Taxpayers | Porter County, IN - Official Website

In addition, almost all of Duneland's current bonds are expiring at the end of 2022 (Chesterton
High School bonds).  This, in combination with the historically low bond interest rates, means
we can undertake the vast majority of our projects without raising any taxes by simply using
the same bond payments we would be making in 2021 and 2022.  Based on the facility study,
and a thorough review of construction professionals, the DSC Board and administration has
decided that in order to improve each building and impact every student, we need to borrow a
greater amount that will place our total school tax rate about where it was in 2020, and lower
than it was in 2014 and 2015.  This rate remains lower than the state average as well as
several other districts in our area.  We recognize the impact of any tax increase and working to
keep any additional levy within the historic parameters of the Duneland tax rate.
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25. Has the plan been reviewed by construction and design professionals?

The original facilities study was conducted by Tria Architecture, in conjunction with various
construction professionals. The proposed plan was created in collaboration with Gibraltar
Design and the Skillman Corporation. All of the professional firms specialize in school
construction systems.

26.Do the Liberty Elementary and Liberty Grade 5-8 projects impact the traffic flow and
County Park property nearby?

There is no meaningful change to the traffic patterns on W 900 N because the Liberty
Elementary and Liberty Grade 5 – 8 schools will continue to operate as two schools. The
Elementary School schedule is different from the Grade 5-8 School schedule. The two different
schedules also help manage traffic on and off the campus in a safe and orderly manner.
Liberty Site Campus improvements are anticipated to include appropriate vehicle entry/exit
improvements, new on campus lengthy drives to allow car queues, improved bus staging, and
other related improvements such as turn radius for improved car and bus movement.

27.What school personnel have been involved in the planning process? Will additional
staff members have the ability to offer input on the project?

Preliminary discussions have involved building administrators and the district-level leadership
team. These discussions have been taking place since December. In addition, the
administration has been meeting with teacher and stakeholder groups since early March to
discuss the proposed project.  Pending project approval, DSC administration (in consultation
with construction professionals) will engage students, parents, teachers, staff and the
community at-large in the development of specific plans for each school building.  This process
is part of the design phase, which is scheduled for late summer/fall 2021.
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